Invest in Results.
Invest in Learning Outcomes with THRIVE!

Linux Foundation Training & Certification is introducing a new outcome-focused, upskilling approach with THRIVE. Simply determine how many team members you need to be upskilled and certified and select the tier that gives you the appropriate number of successful certified graduates!

Why THRIVE? Focus your goals on successfully upskilling and certifying the team members who want and need proven and emerging technical skills. With THRIVE, you will have tangible outcomes as a result of your investment with certified team members in the areas of Linux, cloud computing, JavaScript, blockchain, Prometheus or RISC-V - along with several other options.

Benefits for Your Team

- Full access to the eLearning courses based on the number of team members you select
- No more worries about how many team members register, take or fail a certification exam as your plan is based on SUCCESSFUL certified graduates
- Access to a global, online community of current and former learners as well as LF instructors for each course
- Easy, self-managed course selection and enrollment
- Ability to talk to expert instructors during office hours to answer questions about their course of study

Benefits for You

- No per course manager approval
- Administrative and customer service support provided by the Linux Foundation
- Detailed monthly reports
- Anyone on your designated team can have a chance to learn and advance their career

How It Works

You determine how many team members you want to have access to the eLearning catalog and how many you want to become successful certification graduates.

We provide you and your team with platform access and monthly reporting.

Learners can access weekly ‘office hours’ with a live instructor to get real time expert guidance in addition to online access to discussion boards where they can interact with others.

Once your certification goal is reached, eligible members continue to have access to the eLearning courses and you only pay for any additional certification graduates.
Which Certifications Will Help You THRIVE?

Upskilling is becoming central to recruitment. When unable to find suitable technical candidates, organizations are choosing to train existing employees over hiring consultants. They see the value of investing in their existing staff as a way to increase retention while addressing the challenges of finding and onboarding new hires.

- LINUX FOUNDATION 2023 STATE OF TECH TALENT REPORT: ACQUIRING AND RETAINING TECHNICAL TALENT IN 2023 (MAY 2023)

Vendor neutral. No agendas. No politics.

The Linux Foundation is built on the idea of the democratization of code and scaling adoption for all projects equally. The end goal? World class open source software, communities and companies.

INCREASE YOUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE – EMBRACE LEARNING TODAY

Contact sales@training.linuxfoundation.org to learn more about upskilling, retention and certification programs for long-term talent development.